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Abstract 

 
A sensor network is composed of a  large number of sensor nodes, which are  densely  

deployed either  inside the  phenomenon or  very close   to it. Sensor nodes have  

sensing, processing and transmitting  capability .  They however have  limited energy 

and measures  need to be  taken to make op- timum usage of  their energy and save  

them  from task of  only receiving and transmitting  data without processing. Various 

techniques for  energy utilization optimisation have  been proposed Ma jor  players are  

however clustering and relay node  placement. In  the research related to relay node  

placement, it has   been  proposed to  deploy some relay nodes  such   that the sensors 

can  transmit the sensed  data  to a  nearby relay node, which in  turn delivers the data 

to the base stations. In  general, the relay node placement problems aim  to meet 

certain connectivity and/or  survivabil- ity requirements of the network by  deploying a 

minimum number of relay nodes. The other approach is  grouping sensor nodes  into 

clusters with each   cluster  having a  cluster head (CH). The CH   nodes  aggregate the 

data and transmit them to  the base station (BS). These two  approaches has  been 

widely adopted by  the research  community to satisfy the scala- bility objective and 

generally achieve high energy  efficiency and prolong network lifetime in large-scale 

WSN environments and hence are discussed here along with single hop  and multi hop  

characteristic of sensor node. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

A wireless sensor network is composed of hundreds sensor nodes which use wireless links to 

perform distributed sensing tasks.  Each sensor node includes a sensing module, a computing 

module, memory and a wireless communication module with a very limited communication 

range.  Wireless  sensor  network  has  received intensive research  attentions due to its enor- 

mous application potential in battlefield surveillance, environmental monitoring,  biomedical  
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observation and other  fields. The three basic requirements for designing efficient wireless sensor 

networks are scalability,  fault-tolerance and energy efficiency. A sensor network, comprising of 

a number of sensor nodes, is usually required to cover a large geographic area. New sensor nodes 

may be added to the network and existing  sensor nodes may be- come inoperative at any time.  

This  large scale and  frequently  changing network requires scalable protocols and  algorithms. 

Factors,  such as energy depletion,  harsh  environmental conditions, and/or malicious attacks 

may result in node failures in a wireless sensor net- work. Therefore, survivability of sensor 

networks is a critical design goal. Moreover, energy is one of the most precious resource in 

wireless sensor networks.  Sensor nodes are normally powered by batteries  and can only last for 

a fairly short  period of time if operated at high transmission power levels.[1] 

 

These sensor nodes sense and communicate data over multiple hops to the base stations. The 

following two energy-related issues have emerged:  (i) sensor nodes will spend most of their 

energy on relaying data, which is not economical because they are relatively expensive; (ii) 

sensor nodes closer to the sink are required to relay more data and thus will have a considerably  

shorter lifetime, resulting in network partitioning and limitation of the network lifetime [11, 12]. 

 

The fact that the energy requirement for transmission is a super-linear function of the 

transmission distance[1] necessitates short range communication to improve network lifetime[6].  

To prolong network  lifetime while meeting certain network specifications, one proposed 

direction is to deploy a small number of relay nodes (RNs) in the WSN such that they can 

communicate with the SNs and other RNs [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. Relay node 

placement problems can be classified into either single-tiered or two-tiered based on the routing  

structures [5], [6], [9], [14] and into either connected  or survivable based on the connectivity 

requirements [13], [5], [7], [15].  In  single-tiered  relay node placement,  a SN also forwards 

packets received from other  nodes. In two-tiered relay node placement,  a SN forwards  its 

sensed information to a RN or a base station (BS),  but  does not  forward packets  received from 

other nodes. In connected relay node placement,  we place a small number of RNs to ensure that 

each sensor node is connected  with a base station through  a bidirectional path.  In survivable 

relay node placement,  we place a small number of RNs to ensure that each sensor node is 

connected  with two base stations (or the only base station, in case there  is only one base station) 

through  two node-disjoint bidirectional paths. 

 

In order  to satisfy  the  scalability  objective and  achieve high energy efficiency in large- 

scale WSN environment, the other approach  widely used is clustering.  In clustering,  sensors 

nodes are grouped into clusters.  In clustering approaches,  all the nodes are efficiently divided 

into disjoint  subsets  and  within  each such subset  a cluster  head  is elected[26].  The  BS is 

the data  processing point for the data  received from the sensor nodes, and where the data 

is accessed by the  end user.  It is generally  considered  fixed and at  a far distance  from the 

sensor nodes.  The  CH nodes  actually act  as gateways  between  the  sensor nodes and  the 

BS. The function  of each CH, as already mentioned,  is to perform common functions for all 

the nodes in the cluster,  like aggregating  the data before sending it to the BS. In some way, 

the CH is the sink for the cluster nodes, and the BS is the sink for the CHs.  Moreover, this 

structure formed between the sensor nodes, the sink (CH), and the BS can be replicated  as 

many times as it is needed.[27][28] 

 

The process of clustering is two-fold.  The first step is cluster head nomination and then the 

process of cluster  formation  begins.  In the last  ten years many researchers have tried to come 

up with clustering  protocols that provide solutions to the above mentioned  unique challenges. 
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Most of the known clustering  algorithms  for WSNs can be further  distinguished into two main 

categories, depending  on cluster  formation  criteria  and parameters used for CH election: 

 

In the category of probabilistic selection clustering algorithms, a priori  probability assigned 

toeach sensor node is used to determine the initial CHs (or  some other type random election 

procedure  is scheduled).[29].  In the category  of nonprobabilistic clustering algorithms,  more 

specific (deterministic) criteria for CH  election and cluster  formation are primarily considered, 

which are mainly  based on the nodes proximity  (connectivity, degree, etc.) and on the 

information received from other closely located nodes[29]. Cluster based architectures improve 

the resource  allocation and reduce  the energy consumption, thus prolong the network  lifetime as 

much as possible [25]. 

 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 
 

The  hybrid  WSN consists  of a sink,  a large number  of sensor nodes and  a large number 

of relay  nodes.   Static  sensor  nodes are  randomly  distributed in the  sensing field.  They 

monitor  the surrounding environment, generate  sensed data  periodically  and transfer  it up 

towards the sink.  To reduce energy consumption, they do not relay traffic from other nodes. 

Relay nodes without  sensing and computing  capacities  are also static.  They are responsible 

for forwarding  data  from sensor  nodes  to  the  sink.   The  sink with  unlimited  energy  may 

be static  or mobile, depending  on the specific scenario.  It is responsible for collecting data 

generated  by sensor nodes in the WSN. 
 

3.  ENERGY BALANCING SCHEME 
 

3.1  Clustering 
 

In most  wireless sensor  network  (WSN)  applications nowadays  the  entire  network  must 

have the ability to operate  unattended in harsh  environments in which pure human  access 

and  monitoring  cannot  be easily scheduled  or efficiently managed  or its even not  feasible 

at all [46]. Sensors are energy constrained and their  batteries usually  cannot  be recharged. 

Neighboring  sensor  nodes  generally  have  the  data  of similar  events  because  they  collect 

events within  a specific area.  If each node individually  transmits the  collected data  to the 

sink node, a lot of energy will be wasted to transmit similar data to the sink node. The sensor 

nodes are organized into a number of clusters in order to avoid such energy wastes.  Cluster- 

based  architectures improve  the  resource  allocation  and  reduce  the  energy  consumption, 

thus prolong the  network  lifetime as much as possible [30]. Each cluster  is monitored  and 

controlled  by a node, called Cluster-Head (CH).  These cluster  heads communicate  directly 

with  the  base  station  (BS).  Other  nodes send  the  data,  sensed from the  environment to 

these  CHs.  CHs first aggregate  the  data  from the  multiple  sensor nodes, and  then finally 

send it directly  to the BS as shown in Fig.  3.1. Hence the two phase process of clustering, 

the  two processes being, optimal  cluster  head  selection  and cluster  formation  is one of the 

pivotal  problems  in  sensor  network  applications and  can  drastically affect  the  networks 

communication energy dissipation. 
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Before documenting on the  possible WSNs clustering  algorithms, it is worth  reporting on 

some important parameters with regard  to the whole clustering  procedure  in WSNs. 
 

Number of clusters (cluster count) 

 

In most recent probabilistic and randomized clustering algorithms the CH election and 

formation process lead naturally to variable number of clusters. In some published 

approaches, however, the set of CHs are predetermined and thus the number of clusters is 

preset.  The number of clusters is usually  a critical  parameter with  regard  to the efficiency 

of the total  routing  protocol. 
 

Intracluster communication 

 

In some initial  clustering  approaches  the  communication between  a sensor  and  its 

designated  CH is assumed to be direct. However, multi-hop intracluster communication is 

often  required,  i.e., when the  communication range  of the  sensor nodes is limited or the 

number  of sensor nodes is very large and the number  of CHs is bounded. 
 

Nodes and CH mobility 

 

If we assume stationary sensor nodes and stationary CHs we are normally led to stable 

clusters with facilitated intracluster and intercluster network management. On the contrary,  

if the  CHs or the  nodes themselves  are assumed  to be mobile, the  cluster membership  for 

each node should dynamically  change, forcing clusters  to evolve over time and probably  

need to be continuously  maintained. 
 

Nodes types and roles 

 

In some proposed network models the CHs are assumed to be equipped with significantly  

more computation and communication resources than others.  In most usual network models 
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(i.e., homogeneous environments) all nodes have the same capabilities and just  a subset  of 

the deployed sensors are designated  as CHs. 
 

Cluster-head selection 

 

The leader nodes of the clusters  (CHs)  in some proposed algorithms  (mainly  for het- 

erogeneous environments) can be preassigned.  In most  cases however (i.e., in homo- geneous 

environments),  the  CHs are picked from the  deployed set of nodes either  in a probabilistic 

or  completely  random  way  or based  on other  more  specific criteria  (residual  energy, 

connectivity etc.). 
 

Algorithm complexity 

 

In most  recent  algorithms   the  fast  termination of the  executed  protocol  is one  of the  

primary  design  goals.   Thus,  the  time  complexity  or convergence  rate  of most cluster  

formation  procedures  proposed  nowadays  is constant  (or  just  dependent  on the  number  

of CHs or the  number  of hops).  In some earlier  protocols,  however, the complexity  time  

has  been allowed to  depend on the  total  number  of sensors in the network, focusing in 

other criteria  first. 
 

Overlapping 

 

Several protocols give also high importance  on the concept of node overlapping  within 

different  clusters  (either  for better  routing  efficiency or for faster  cluster  formation 

protocol execution or for other  reasons).  Most of the  known protocols, however, still try  to 

have minimum  overlap only or do not support  overlapping  at all. 
 

3.1.1 LEACH 
 

LEACH[34] is perhaps  the  first  cluster  based  routing  protocol  for  WSN  ,  which  use  a 

stochastic model for cluster head selection, and has motivated the design of many protocols. 

Its an hierarchical,  probabilistic, distributed, one-hop protocol, with main objectives (a) to 

improve the lifetime of WSNs by trying  to evenly distribute the energy consumption among 

all the  nodes  of the  network  and  (b)  to  reduce  the  energy  consumption in the  network 

nodes (by performing  data  aggregation  and  thus reducing  the  number  of communication 

messages).   It  forms clusters  based  on  the  received signal  strength and  also uses the  CH 

nodes as routers  to the BS. All the data processing such as data fusion and aggregation are 

local to the cluster. LEACH forms clusters by using a distributed algorithm, where nodes 

make autonomous decisions without any centralized control.   All nodes have a chance to 

become CHs to balance the energy spent per round  by each sensor node.  Initially a node 

decides to be a CH with a probability p and broadcasts its decision.  Specifically, after  its 

election, each CH broadcasts an advertisement message to the other  nodes and each one of 

the  other  (non-CH)  nodes determines  a cluster  to belong to, by choosing the  CH that can 

be reached using the least communication energy (based  on the signal strength of each CH 

message). 

 

The role of being a CH is rotated periodically among the nodes of the cluster to balance the  

load.The rotation is performed by getting each node to choose a random  number  T between 
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0 and 1. A node becomes a CH for the current rotation round if the number is less than the 

following threshold: 

 

 
else T(i)  =0  where 

p is the desired percentage  of CH nodes in the sensor populationr is the current round  

number 

 

G is the set of nodes that have not been CHs in the last  1/p rounds The clusters are formed  

dynamically in each round  and  the  time  to  perform  the  rounds  are  also selected 

randomly. Generally, LEACH can provide a quite uniform load distribution in one-hop sensor 

networks. Moreover, it provides a good balancing of energy consumption by random rotation 

of CHs. Furthermore, the localized coordination scheme used in LEACH provides better   

scalability for cluster formation, whereas the better load balancing enhances the network lifetime. 

However, despite the generally good performance, LEACH has also some clear drawbacks. 

Because  the  decision on CH election  and  rotation is probabilistic, there is still a good 

chance that a node with very low energy gets selected  as a CH. Due to the same  reason, it  

is possible  that the  elected  CHs  will be concentrated in one part of the network (good 

CHs distribution cannot be guaranteed) and  some nodes will not  have any CH in their  

range. Also, the CHs are assumed to have a long communication range so that the data can 

reach the BS directly.This  is not  always a realistic  assumption because  the CHs are  usually  

regular  sensors  and  the  BS is often not  directly reachable to  all nodes. Moreover,  LEACH  

forms  in  general  one-hop  intracluster and intercluster topology where each node should  

transmit directly to the  CHs and  thereafter to the  BS, thus normally  it cannot  be used 

effectively on networks deployed in large regions. 

 

3.1.2 Energy Efficient ClusterHead selection 
 

MaChow and Thunder has proposed an energy efficient cluster head(EECH) selection 

algorithm[29] , in which additional parameters have been considered to optimize the process of 

cluster-head selection.  They have achieved energy efficiency in terms of network lifetime, not  

only in  terms  of energy  consumption.  So they  extended  LEACHs stochastic  cluster head  

selection algorithm  by adjusting the  threshold  T(n),  relative to the  nodes remaining energy.  

Using this threshold  each node decides whether  or not to become a cluster-head in each round. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

where theEresidual is the remaining  energy of the node and 

Einitial  is the initial  energy of the node before the transmission. 
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This algorithm is being considered as an optimized version of LEACH. They have considered two 

additional parameters viz.  Residual  energy of cluster head and distance between CH and BS. The 

major drawback of EECH is that the parameters required for cluster formation and their  relative 

importance required for clustering are not defined. 
 

3.1.3 Energy Efficient Clustering Scheme 

 
MaoYe and Chengfa Li had proposed an energy efficient clustering scheme (EECS)[33]  . 

According to EECS, cluster heads are elected with more residual energy through local radio 

communication. While electing the cluster heads, nodes become CANDIDATE nodes with a 

probability T and then broadcast the CDMPETEHEADMSGs within radio range Rcompete to 

advertise  their  wills. Each CANDIDATE node checks whether there is a CANDIDATE node 

with mare residual energy within the radius Rcompete. Once the CANDIDATE node finds a 

more powerful CANDIDATE node, it will give up the competition without receiving sub 

sequential CDMPETEHEADMSGs. Otherwise,  it will be elected as HEAD in the end. 

 

In cluster formation phase, each HEAD node broadcasts the HEADAD-MSG across the network, 

while the PLAIN nodes receive all the HEADADJSGs and decide which cluster to join. Most of 

existed metric for PLAIN nodes to make decisions is the distance metric. For example in [50] or  

[51], the PLAIN nodes choose the cluster head that require minimum communication according 

to the received signal strength. However, pursuing efficient energy consumption of the PLAIN 

nodes only may lead HEAD nodes exhausted quickly during the data transmission phase. The 

simulation results of EECS shows that it prolongs the network lifetime as much as 135 
 

3.1.4 Load Based Clustering Scheme(LBCS) 
 

Shujuan Jin and Keqiu Li proposed a load balanced clustering scheme (LBCS)[34].  To balance 

the energy load in the cluster, they presented a scheme for selecting an assistant node in the 

cluster to help the CH to transmit the aggregated data to the BS. In other words, after the CH 

computes the received data,  it sends the aggregated data  to its assistant node. Then this assistant 

node is responsible  for the data  transmission to the BS. During the setup phase, a predetermined 

fraction  of nodes elect themselves as cluster  heads as follows. A sensor node generates a random 

number between 0 and 1. If this random number is less than a threshold value [36], it will become 

a cluster head for the current round. As it needs to select a next-hop cluster head  according to the 

distance between the CH and the BS, and the remaining  energy, when each CH broadcasts its 

role, it also tells the plain nodes the related  energy and  distance  information.  After all the  plain 

nodes receive this advertisement, they  can decide which  cluster they want to belong and which 

node they will have to be acted as its next-hop  cluster  head. This decision is based on the 

weighted average of the advertisements signal strength and the cluster heads residual  energy. In 

the wireless communication, the residual energy of the CH is set as the initial energy minus by the 

dissipative energy Econ 
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Where, Ech is the residual energy of the CH, which can be obtained directly during our 

simulation. dch  is the  distance  between  the  CH and  this  plain  node, dmin  is the  minimal one 

among  these  distances, and  is a weighting  coefficient of these  two factors. After each plain 

node receives the CHs advertisement message, it elects the cluster head node from the CHs 

sequence for itself according to (40).The plain node chooses its CH comprehensively by 

considering the CHs remaining energy and the distance away from itself.  Although the algorithm 

performs well, there  is still some space to improve the performance.  As adopting the multihop  

transmission  mechanism,  all the fused data  should be sent to base station, so the nodes closer to 

the base station  will receive large amount of data  from other  clusters to transmit. This certainly  

will make these  nodes consume excessive energy to deal with  the transmitted data,  which surely 

leads to some energy holes. 

 

3.1.5 Distributed Weight  Based Energy-Efficient  Hierarchical Clustering 

 

Two more recent weight-based protocols were proposed in [41,42]. In [41] [DistributedWeight- 

Based Energy-Efficient Hierarchical  Clustering  (DWEHC)]  a corresponding  distributed al- 

gorithm  is given, which aims at  high energy efficiency by generating  balanced  cluster  sizes 

and  optimizing  the  intracluster topology.  Each sensor calculates its weight  after  locating the  

neighboring  nodes in its area. The  weight  is a function  of the  sensors residual  energy and the 

proximity  to the neighbors. In a neighborhood,  the node with largest weight would be elected  as 

a CH and  the  remaining  nodes  become members.  At this  stage  the  nodes are considered  as 

first-level members  because  they  have  a direct  link to  the  CH. A node 

 

progressively adjusts  such membership  to reach a CH using the least amount of energy.  Ba- 

sically, a node checks with its non-CH neighbors to find out their  minimal cost for reaching a 

CH. Given the nodes knowledge of the distance  to its neighbors,  it can assess whether  it is better  

to stay a first-level member or become a second-level one reaching  the CH over a two-hop path.  

Figure 12.5, illustrates the structure of the intracluster topology. Compared to HEED,  the 

DWEHC  algorithm has been shown to generate  more well-balanced  clusters as well as to 

achieve significantly  lower energy consumption in intracluster and intercluster communication. 

 

3.1.6 Topology Adaptive Spatial Clustering 
 

Similarly, in [42] (Topology Adaptive Spatial ClusteringTASC), the authors  propose another 

distributed algorithm  that partitions the network  into  a set of locally isotropic,  nonover- lapping 

clusters  without prior  knowledge of the  number  of clusters, cluster  size, and  node coordinates.   

This is achieved  by deriving  a set  of weights  that include  distance,  connec- tivity,  and density 

information  within  the  locality of each node.  The derived weights form the  terrain for holding  

a coordinated leader  election  procedure  in which each node selects the  node closer to the  

center  of mass of its neighborhood  to become its leader. Generally, the weight-based  clustering  

protocols have been shown to produce wellbalanced  and stable clusters,  in a more systematic  

and deterministic way.  Additionally they can achieve better distribution of energy consumption 
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because  most  of them  consider  the  residual  energy as part  of the computed  weights during 

the CH election process. However, they normally suffer from the same disadvantages (increased  

communication time, no CHs rotation, etc.) 

 

3.2  Relay node  placement 
 

Various studies with different network configurations and assumptions have been extensively 

studied.  A novel scheme is proposed for optimizing  the deployment of the relay nodes within the  

sensor  network[16].  Given the  location  of the  sensors within  the  network,  in order  to 

determine  the optimised  required  relay nodes and their  optimal  positions  in our scheme, it 

adopts  the Voronoi diagram.  The contributions of this paper are to balance the traffic load in 

such a way as to resolve the  hotspot  problem in the sensors around  the  nodes, thereby 

improving  the  system  lifetime,  to  decide  the  optimal  deployment  locations  to  minimise the  

total  number  of relay nodes required  and to reduce  the  transmission delay within  the network. 

 

Under the assumption that the  relay node has the same dimension and power supply as the sensor 

node, but is much cheaper  because of the lack of sensing and computing capacities[17]. Based on 

balancing  power consumption among  all sensor nodes and  relay nodes, it deduced a general 

relay node density function  and further  extend  it to two special cases where the  sensing  field  is 

a rectangle and the sink is static  or mobile.   Simulation  results  show that the  energy  utilisation  

is nearly  maximised when the number of relay nodes is taken from the proposed density function, 

and the achieved prolonging of network lifetime is significant compared  with uniformly placing 

relay nodes in both  cases where the sink is static  and mobile. 

 

When the sensor nodes are prefixed and pre-known [18] can be used.  The major contri- bution of 

this paper is proposal of a two-phase relay node placement strategy with evenly- 

 

consumed energy among different nodes for a more balanced sensor  lifetime along with accurate  

numerical  locations  and  transmission radiuses  of relay nodes.  It  also studies  the relationship 

between the number  of relay nodes and major factors such as network  lifetime LF, initial  energy 

co, data amount etc., providing  an overall reference for the trade-off be- tween the  decrease  of 

the number  of relay nodes and  the  prolonged  network  lifetime with consideration of energy 

and data  amount.  For constrained Relay node  placement  O(1) approximation algorithms have 

been formulated  in [19]. The single-tiered  hetrogenous  net- work meets the connectivity and 

survivability requirements. The constrained study however allows relay nodes to be placed  in 

only a set of candidate locations.   For  two-tiered archi- tecture  with  similar  constraint  of 

allowing Relay Nodes  at only some candidate locations [20] can  be used.   It  studies  the  

connected  single-cover problem  where each  sensor  node is covered  by a relay node and  the  

relay nodes form a connected  network  with  the  base stations.  To meet  the  survivability  

requirement  it  studies  the  2-connected  double-cover problem where each sensor node is 

covered by at least two relay nodes, and the relay nodes form a 2-connected network with the base 

stations. For the connected  single-cover problem, O(1) approximation ratios  algorithm  and  for 

the  2-connected  double-cover  problem,  O(1) approximation ratios  for practical  settings and 

O(ln  n) approximation ratios  for arbitrary settings algorithm  is proposed.  Energy provisioning 

(EP)  for wireless sensor networks is also important.[21] Considers a two-tier wireless sensor 

network and studies the joint problem of EP and relay node placement (EPRNP) for the upper tier 

aggregation  and forwarding nodes (AFNs)  to increase network lifetime.  Since the EPRNP 

problem  formulation  is NP-hard,it developed a heuristic  algorithm, smart pairing  and 

INtelligent Disc Search (SPINDS), that solves the EPRNP problem.  The polynomial running 
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time property of SPINDS in this paper was achieved by transforming the original mixed-integer  

nonlinear  programming (MINLP)  problem  into an iterative  LP problem. 

 

QoS parameters like Fault-tolerance have been studied  in [22,23]. [22] uses RN as gate- ways 

and forms clusters  for two-tiered WSN. Given a set of sensor nodes in an Euclidean plane, it 

places minimum number of relay nodes to forward data  packets from sensor nodes to the sink, 

such that: 

 

1. the network  is connected 

 

2. the network  is 2-connected. 

 

For case one, a (6 + ε)-approximation algorithm for any ε > 0 with  polynomial running time 

when ε is fixed is proposed with theoretical proof. And for case two, 2 approximation algorithms  

with  (24+ε) and (6/T +12+ε) respectively,  where T is the  ratio  of the  number  of relay nodes 

placed  in case one to the number  of sensors is proposed . [23] however studies  for problems  

related  to fault tolerant. Algorithm  for single-tiered  fault  tolerant relay node placement with and 

without  base sta- tions  and  algorithm  for  two-tired  WSN without  base station  is proposed.   

The  algorithm  has O(1) approximation complexity. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

Two approaches have been discussed for efficient energy utilization in WSNs viz. clustering and  

relay node placement. Generally, clustering in WSNs has been of high interest in the last decade  

and  there  is already a large number of related  published  works. Throughout this paper we tried 

to present the main characteristics of the most significant protocols that were proposed till now in 

the literature. As it was pointed out, grouping nodes into clusters, thus leading to hierarchical  

routing and data gathering protocols,  has been regarded as the most efficient approach to support 

scalability in WSNs.  The hierarchical  cluster  structures facilitate the efficient data gathering and 

aggregation  independent to the growth  of the WSN,  and  generally  reduce  the  total  amount of  

communications as well as the energy spent. 

 

Finally,  several  additional issues should be further studied in future  research.   Some of the most  

challenging  of these issues include the development of a generic method for finding the optimal 

number  of clusters in order maximize the energy efficiency, the estimation of the optimal 

frequency of CH rotation/reelection to gain better energy distribution, however, keeping the total 

overhead low, the  efficient  support of nodes and  CHs mobility as well as the support of mobile  

sinks,  the  incorporation of several security  aspects  (i.e., enhanced protection needed in hostile 

environments when cluster-based protocols are used), the further  development of efficient 

recovery protocols in case of CHs failure, etc 
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